
ONLY

£3.50

€4.20
EACH Time To Relax!

Promote the health of the 
body, mind and spirit

100% ESSENTIAL OILS
Use in oil burners for aromatherapy treatment, 
sprinkle in bath water for a soothing soak or use  
on skin (in a suitable carrier oil) for a relaxing  
massage. Each bottle is 10ml. 
11330  LAVENDER              
11491  YLANG YLANG 
11332  FRANKINCENSE  
11331  GERANIUM      
£3.50 / €4.20 EACH BOTTLE

LAVENDER
Calming and  

relaxing and promotes 
restful sleep.

FRANKINCENSE
Helps reduce stress 

and uplift your 
mood.

GERANIUM
Uplift mood, body & 

senses and promotes 
radiant skin.

YLANG YLANG
Helps reduce anxiety, 

stress and muscle 
tension.
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Dear Customer, welcome to our fresh new Health, Beauty & Spa catalogue.  
More of the products you want from your local distributor. 

We are proud to offer you our service and thank you for supporting local businesses,  
that bring a friendly face to your doorstep. 

Whatever the future holds, we’re all hoping 2021 brings us sunnier days, returning to a sense of normality.
Thank you for taking the time to be part of our journey, putting the heart back into shopping.

MICHAEL KHATKAR
MANAGING DIRECTOR

LEATHER CADDY  
OF 6 BRUSHES

Supreme quality synthetic bristles with black  
soft-touch handles for improved control. Complete with  

leather storage caddy. Powder brush (19cm), contour brush  
(17.5cm), flat foundation brush (15.7cm), small eyeshadow  

brush (15.2cm), big eyeshadow brush (16cm), blending brush (16.8cm). 
70215 £40 / €48

THE PROFESSIONAL  
STANDARD

 6 high-quality synthetic brushes  
for unrivalled performance 

ONLY

£40
€48



ONLY

£10
€12

ANTI-BACTERIAL  
BRUSHES
Avoid unnecessary skin breakouts and infections with this  
professional 5-piece anti-bacterial brush set. Each of these  
professional quality brushes is treated with a non-toxic,  
hypo-allergenic compound that attacks and destroys harmful bacteria.
11323  £10 / €12

Set of 5 Anti-Bacterial 
Brushes

MAKEUP  
BRUSH 
CLEANER 
SPONGE
Removes colour from  
brushes in seconds.
Simply wipe the brush  
across the sponge.
Sponge can be washed  
and used again and again.
11324  £3.50 / €4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20 

3FREE DELIVERY FROM  YOUR DISTRIBUTOR



PRIME FX  
FOUNDATION PRIMER 

Our Number One Best Selling Product.
Professionally designed, silky-smooth, oil reducing 
formula. Ideal as a base to blend your foundation 
and enhance its longevity. Keeping your makeup 

looking radiant all day long. Sold in over  
50 countries across 6 Continents so we can’t  

be the only ones who think it is fantastic. 
Vegan. 20ml.
70070 CLEAR

£8 / €10

All Day Radiance
the perfect canvas for your make-up

Clear

ONLY

£8
€10 VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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Sharon Davis
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

I love our primer which I 
always apply before my 

foundation as evens out the 
skin tone while hydrating 

my skin.  Just a small 
amount can be used and its 

Vegan friendly!



CONCEAL & CORRECT
Liquid Concealer that offers precision blemish eradication with high 

coverage formula, soft wand applicator and sleek packaging.  
Available in 3 shades. Vegan. 7.5ml.

70046  LIGHT          70047  MEDIUM          70048  DARK
£4 / €4.80 EACH

Light Medium Dark

ONLY

£4
€4.80 

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

5FREE DELIVERY FROM  YOUR DISTRIBUTOR

COLOUR CORRECTING PALETTE
This perfectly designed compact is a convenient, all in one concealer palette consisting of the four essential 

shades and is the ultimate tool to conceal, brighten, hide and correct your areas of concern. Vegan. 4.8g.
70068  £7 / €8.50

ONLY

£7
€8.50

Mauve
Counteracts brown 
tones and age spots

Mint Green
Counteracts high  

colouring (redness)

Lavender
Counteracts yellow tones,  

brightens dull skin

Yellow
Counteracts purple,  

under eye dark circles

ALL-IN-ONE
COLOUR CORRECTION 
conceal, brighten, hide & correct

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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MATTE-FX FOUNDATION
The soft and velvety pro-performance formula blends smoothly to 

effortlessly control shine and give skin a flawless, matte finish for up 
to 12 hours. Available in 4 shades. 30ml.

 70038  IVORY  70039  NATURAL
 70040  WARM SAND 70041  HONEY

£5 / €6 EACH

Ivory Natural Warm Sand Honey

ONLY

£5
€6
EACH

PRO-
PERFORMANCE 
FORMULA

MAKEUP BLENDERS 
Our new makeup blenders with their unique handle for easier application. Eliminate lines 

and streaks that other blenders leave behind. Size: Length 11cm 
 70202  BLUSH 70203  LEMON
 70204  PLUM 70205  MINT

£7 / €8.50 EACH

ONLY

£7
€8.50

EACH

PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP BLENDERS
Eliminate lines and streaks that other blenders leave behind

Blush Lemon Plum Mint

11CM
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Porcelain Fair

Natural Caramel

Sand Tan

PHOTO.READY 
FOUNDATION
This foundation is a comfortable, long wear, 
high coverage liquid foundation. Perfect 
for your flawless look that will leave you 
‘Photo Ready’ An innovative formula that is 
soft, lightweight, blendable and long lasting. 
The added antioxidants help to hydrate 
and illuminate the skin. PHOTO.Ready will 
hide imperfections and promises to deliver 
an effortlessly perfect complexion all day. 
Available in six shades. Vegan. 30ml.
70032  PORCELAIN    70033  FAIR 
70034  NATURAL    70035  CARAMEL
70036  SAND    70037  TAN
£10 / €12 EACH

ONLY

£10
€12

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Marie Dalton
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

I absolutely love the  
Photo Ready Foundation  

as it feels so light on your 
skin and blends so easily.

A little goes a LONG  
way to give your face a  

full coverage finish.

The PhotoReady foundation 
rivals the quality of designer 

foundations for a fraction 
of the cost. I can apply with 

my fingers for a lighter, 
everyday look or use a brush 
for a slightly fuller coverage 
for a special occasion. All in 

all it is a win win!!

Lolly Williams-Gibbs
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

PHOTO.READY FOUNDATION 
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MATTE BRONZER 
a natural looking, smooth satin,  
anti-shine finish 

DarkMedium

SHIMMER BOX
Release your inner goddess and 
create a radiant complexion with this 
Shimmer Box. Prepare to dazzle as this 
highly versatile blusher combines five 
complimentary shimmering shades for  
a multi-tonal and natural blend of colour. 
Comes complete with large mirror for 
on-the-go perfection. 12g. Vegan. 
70056  Rose    £8  £6.50  /  €10 €8
 

Rose

NOW ONLY

£6
SAVE £1 

EACH

€7.50 SAVE €1

MATTE BRONZER
Naturally bronze your skin with the 
Matte Bronzer collection. Available in 
medium and dark shades, the matte 
formulation eliminates unwanted 
shine and provides a smooth 
satin finish for a healthy bronzed 
complexion. Vegan. 11g.
70057  MEDIUM                
70058  DARK
£7  £6 / €8.50  €7.50 EACH

NOW ONLY

£6.50
SAVE £1.50 

€8 SAVE €2

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

LOWER PRICE!

LOWER PRICE!

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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FACE POWDER
Achieve a silky-smooth, matte complexion with our Face Powder compacts that are 
available in four shades. Presented in a travel friendly, glossy black case with flip lid, 

large mirror and applicator puff, makes application simple and easy. 9g.
70042  No1          70043  No2          70044  No3          70045  No4

£6 / €7.50 EACH

No1 No2

No3 No4

ONLY

£6
€7.50 

EACH

SILKY SMOOTH MATTE COMPLEXION
available in 4 shades

Jen Mellor
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

I absolutely love the  
face powder. It has 

exceptional coverage and 
works wonders with  

all make-up.
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SWEET CHEEKS
A light-weight, creamy stick blusher  
which is super easy to apply and  
delivers an instant radiance to  
your complexion. Available in  
six perfect inspired  
shades. Vegan. 6g.
£6 / €7.50 EACH

Peachy Cream
70059

Pink Pavlova
70062

Turkish Delight
70060

Raspberry Ripple
70063

Strawberry Jelly
70061

Vanilla Ice
70064

Medium Contour
70050

Dark Contour
70051

Beige Highlight
70052

Shimmer Highlight
70053  

ONLY

£6
€7.50

EACH

CONTOUR CHUBBY STICKS
Sculpt, define and enhance your best features with these four specially designed smooth, lightweight and 
creamy sticks. The unique formula glides effortlessly onto your skin, perfect for blending and building your 

desired contoured look. Vegan. 6g.
£6  £5 / €7.50 €6  EACH

ULTIMATE CONTOUR CHUBBY GIFT SET
Get all four Chubby Sticks in this gift set. Vegan. 4 x 6g.   

70054  £18  £15 / €22.50 €18

ULTIMATE 
CONTOUR 
GIFT SET

NOW ONLY

£5
SAVE £1 

EACH

€6 SAVE €1.50

NOW ONLY

£15
SAVE £3

€18 SAVE €4.50

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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BLUSH & BRUSH
The highly pigmented Blush & Brush collection features five dramatic shades that are 
versatile and easily buildable. The sleek packaging design includes a blusher brush for 

ultimate on the go convenience. Vegan. 5g.
 70065  DAWN GLOW         70197  CAPITAL PINK      70196  RUSTIC PEACH
  70066  UPPER EAST SIDE 70067  ISLA ROSE

     £4 / €4.80 EACH

BLUSH & BRUSH 
COMPACTS
 available in 5 shades

Dawn Glow

  ONLY

£4
€4.80
EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Isla RoseUpper East SideCapital Pink Rustic Peach

I love the Blush & Brush 
Compacts for that quick 

burst to instantly give your 
cheeks that healthy glow!

Fantastic range of colours to 
suit your mood or skin type.

Emma Mackelden
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director
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POSH PALETTE
Available in four must have collections containing ten shades of richly pigmented colour that  

combine matte and shimmer finishes. The strong colour pay-off and wonderfully workable texture  
mean these palettes provide everything needed to create a perfectly sculpted eye.  

Each palette includes an integrated mirror and double ended applicator. 10g.
70022  EDEN (Vegan)       70025  GALAXY (Vegan)       70023  FESTIVAL       70024  MASQUERADE

£8.50 £6.50 / €10.50 €8 EACH

Festival

INCLUDES:
10 richly pigmented shades

Attractive case with integrated mirror
High quality double ended applicator

MATTE & SHIMMER 
our must have Posh Palette eyeshadow collection

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Eden

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Galaxy

Masquerade

NOW ONLY

£6.50

SAVE £2 
EACH

€8 SAVE €2.50

LOWER PRICE!
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THE INSPIRATION  
PRO PALETTE
32 x Eyeshadows  |  4 x Blushers  |  3 x Face Powders

ONLY

£14
€17

INSPIRATION PRO PALETTE
Looking for inspiration?  The Inspiration Pro Palette includes 32 x eyeshadows, 4 x blushers and  

3 x face powders to create a multitude of looks.  A combination of both matte and shimmer  
finishes in highly pigmented shades; nude, warm to bright and smokey darks. Mix and blend  

to create your own unique shade. Makes a fabulous gift. Size: L29 x W19.5 x D1cm. 
11321  £14 / €17



After Dark
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LONG LASTING EYESHADOW
with double ended applicator

EYESHADOW PALETTE
Our Eyeshadow Collection flaunts six stunning palettes to create a multitude of looks. Each palette contains 
eight delectable shades; from soft, nude and pastel hues, smouldering, smokey darks to risky and fearless 

brights. A combination of matte, satin and sparkling metallic finishes in a rich formula ensures a strong 
colour payoff with intense lasting power. Complete with a double ended applicator. Vegan. 5.6g.

ONLY

£8
€10 
EACH VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Wild & Wonderful

Green with Envy



Pin Up
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 70026  PIN UP  70029  GREEN WITH ENVY
 70027  PURE ROMANCE 70031  AFTER DARK  
 70028  FEVERSTRUCK 70030  WILD & WONDERFUL

£8 / €10 EACH

ONLY

£8
€10 
EACHVEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Feverstruck Pure Romance

FREE DELIVERY FROM  YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 

PRIME FX EYE SHADOW PRIMER 
For longer lasting and vibrant eye makeup

PRIME FX  
EYE SHADOW PRIMER 

Our Eye Prime FX is a unique eye shadow PRIMER, an 
innovative and practical solution to longer lasting and 

vibrant eye makeup. The tinted formula glides on easily 
and provides a neutral undercoat for your favourite eye 
shadow! Prime FX will fix your eye shadow on the lid and 

prevent it from fading with passage of time. Complete  
with easy to use dip wand applicator. 9ml.

70069  £6 / €7.50

ONLY

£6
€7.50 

EACH

“Why use an eyeshadow 
primer?” I am asked so 

many times ...
Easy, it helps your shadow 
stay in place for the whole 
day without fading, also 

it provides a smooth 
canvas for easy eyeshadow 
application and makes the 

colours easy to blend.
Try it - it will be one of your 
‘can’t live without products’ 

I promise you.

Julie White-Fasulo
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director



A classic and precise line and define eye pencil. Available in five intense colours giving a soft, 
rich application making these everyday eye liners a true handbag essential. 1.2g.

 70008  BLACK   70009  BROWN 70010  DARK GREY 
 70011  BLUE   70012  DARK BROWN

£3.50 / €4.20 EACH
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Black Brown BlueDark Grey Dark Brown

Black Grey Turquoise Copper

ONLY

£5
€6 

EACH

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20 
EACH

Introducing Twist Eye Liner Pencil - featuring an integrated sharpener to keep things perfectly precise at all 
times, these long lasting, intensely pigmented eye liner pencils give full control and ultimate definition that 
won’t fade when you need it most. Designed to be compact, practical but with emphasis on quality, these 

pencils are now amongst the best selling Beauty UK products! Available in 4 shades. 
 70181  BLACK                       70182  NAVY BLUE
 70183  DARK BROWN        70184  GREY

£4.50 / €5.40 EACH

ONLY

£4.50

€5.40 
EACH

Black Navy Blue Grey Dark Brown

DOUBLE ENDED JUMBO PENCIL 
EYELINER & SHADOW

LINE & DEFINE EYE PENCIL

TWIST EYELINER

LOWER PRICE!

NOW ONLY

£4
SAVE £1 

EACH

€4.80 
SAVE €1.20

A revelation in style and convenience. These dual use pencils give black eye liner precision  
on one end with a sumptuous smoothie of a cream, metallic eye shadow on the other. 3.2g.

 70013  BLACK & WHITE  70014 BLACK & GREY
 70015 BLACK & TURQUOISE  70016 BLACK & COPPER

     £5  £4  /  €6 €4.80 EACH



ONLY

£5
€6VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

GLITTER EYELINER
Get starry-eyed using this shimmering formula that adds 
subtle glitter to the lash line for a soft shimmer or intense 

burst of glamour. Vegan. 5ml.
70017 SILVER      70018 GOLD

£5 / €6 EACH

Silver Gold

17FREE DELIVERY FROM  YOUR DISTRIBUTOR

ONLY

£7
€8.50 

EACH

PRO GEL EYELINER
Intense, long wear (up to 24 hours), water resistant gel eyeliner. Includes 
professional brush for application. Available in 3 opulent shades. 4.5g.

70019  JET BLACK    70020  ESPRESSO BROWN    70021  COBALT BLUE
£7 / €8.50 EACH

Jet Black Espresso Brown Cobalt Blue

Create thick feline flicks or fine defined lines to accentuate your eyes with this high 
definition black felt tip eyeliner. The precision felt tip releases highly pigmented colour 
that is easy to apply and fast drying for instant ‘look at me’ results. Water resistant. 1ml.

70001  BLACK    £5 / €6

ONLY

£5
€6

HD FELT TIP EYELINER 
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EYELASH CURLER
Simple, easy to use tool for curling 

eyelashes.
11492 £3.50 / €4.20

ELECTRIC 
BLUE 

MASCARA
Perfect for creating 
a blue electrifying 

look, highlighting and 
defining your lashes 

whilst conditioning and 
strengthening. 8ml.

70212  ELECTRIC BLUE 
£6 / €7.50

Electric Blue

Clear

CLEAR  
MASCARA

Perfect for creating 
a natural lash look, 

highlighting and 
defining your lashes 

whilst conditioning and 
strengthening. 8ml.

70213  CLEAR     
£6 / €7.50

DEFINE FX 
MASCARA

Designed to create individual,  
high profile lashes by adding  
both length and volume with  
precision and control. 9ml.

70214  BLACK     
£6 / €7.50

Black

ONLY

£6
€7.50

ONLY

£6
€7.50

ONLY

£6
€7.50

ONLY

£3.50
€4.20



WATERPROOF  
LASH FX MASCARA

Get lush, thick lashes with our full volume and 
strength waterproof mascara. Keeping your eye 

makeup fixed and smudge free. 8ml.
70006  BLACK    £6 / €7.50

LASH FX  
MASCARA

Create extreme volume, length  
and lift with our bestselling  

Lash FX Mascara. 8ml.
70007  BLACK    £6 / €7.50

LASH FX 
MASCARA 

Volume, 
strength,  

length & lift

BlackBlack

ONLY

£6
€7.50
EACH

19FREE DELIVERY FROM  YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
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ALL-IN-ONE  
HIGH BROW  

DEFINITION KIT 
 A sleek, compact kit containing the essential tools to  

create perfectly defined brows. The pocket-sized  
palette contains three easy to work shades and one prolonged  

colour wax along with a bespoke dual use applicator (hard rubber for defining, soft sponge for 
colour) and mini, ultra-precision tweezers to create on-point, hi-definition brows instantly. 5.2g.

70002  £6 / €7.50

ONLY

£6
€7.50

Joanne Salt
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director

All in one high brow 
definition kit - I had never 
put eyebrows on before, 

seemed like too much 
hassle, after I tried this 

there’s no going back! Easy 
to apply and a choice of 

shades. Highly recommend.

INTERNATIONAL 
BEST SELLER
High Brow Definition Kit with  
precision tweezers & dual applicator I really like the High Brow 

kit because the formula  
is suitable for both 

beginners and professional 
makeup artists. The range 
of shades makes it easier  
to find the correct shade  

for the eyebrows.

Marie Komjatiova
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director
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EYEBROW PENCIL
Available in four shades, these richly pigmented pencils, complete with a defining brow brush,  

are an ideal tool to keep your brows groomed on the go. 1.2g.
 70003  GREY
 70004  DARK BROWN
 70185  ASH BROWN
 70005  AUBURN
 £4 / €4.80 EACH

Grey Dark Brown Auburn

ONLY

£4
€4.80

EACH

Ash Brown

The pencil cap is  
a handy eyebrow 
brush
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PUCKER UP LIP LINER
Sculpt and enhance your pout to perfection with our exquisite collection of nine matte 

twist lip liners. Pucker Up have a creamy, richly pigmented finish to allow you to achieve 
full volume, colour and staying power.

They include a built in sharpener in the cap for on the go precision. 0.2g.
£4.50 £4  /  €5.40 €4.80 EACH

70091
NATURALLY NAUGHTY

70093   
PEACHY KISS

70094   
PINK MOTHERPUCKER

70095   
PURPLE PLEASER

70096   
RASPBERRY 
 SMOOCH

70097   
PLUM POUT

PUCKER UP LIP LINER PENS
with a convenient built-in sharpener in the cap

70187   
CODE RED

70186
MAUVE MWMMWAAH

70092   
NEARLY NAKED

NOW ONLY

£4
SAVE 50p 

EACH

€4.80 
SAVE 60¢

LOWER PRICE!
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20 luscious lipstick shades only £5/€6 each

LIPSTICK
Our best selling lipstick range is available in 20 luscious shades 

offering intensely pigmented colour and a buttery smooth 
application. The long lasting collection features both gloss and 
matte finishes.  All you need to do is find your perfect colour. 

Vegan. 3.7g.
£5 / €6 EACH

70087   
TEMPTRESS MATTE

70088   
WARRIOR MATTE

70089 
MYSTICAL MATTE

70090 
DAREDEVIL MATTE

70071   
INNOCENT  GLOSS

70072   
SNOB MATTE

70073   
TANGO MATTE

70074   
SUNSET MATTE

70075   
VAMPIRE GLOSS

70076   
IN THE BUFF GLOSS

70077   
NAUGHTY GLOSS

70078   
GOSSIP GIRL GLOSS

70079   
PASSION GLOSS

70081   
DARKNESS GLOSS

70082   
CUPCAKE MATTE

70083   
SON OF A PEACH 

MATTE

70085   
PLUMALICIOUS GLOSS

70086    
RAVENOUS MATTE

70080   
CHELSEA GLOSS 

70084   
PINK MY RIDE GLOSS

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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GLACIER GLOSS HIGH IMPACT SHINE
High impact shine and intense colour that leave lips soft and silky

GLACIER GLOSS
The sophisticated Glacier Gloss formula promises high impact shine 

and intense colour that leave lips soft and silky. Available in 8 captivating 
shades. Application is made easy with the sleek wand and sponged  

tip in stylish new packaging. 6ml.
£5  £4   /  €6 €4.80 EACH

70116 
PLUM & HAVE A GO

70109  
PEACH FOR  

THE SKY

70108 
COFFEE CAKE

70111 
TICKLE ME  

PINK

70110  
I LIKE TO MAUVE 

IT MAUVE IT

70114 
HEART BREAKER

70112 
ATOMIC 

PINK

70113 
CANDY CORAL

70100 
RADICAL 

RED

LIPS MATTER
An ultra-pigmented and luxuriously cream velvet matte lip collection. Available in nine playful and colour  

popping shades for that intense colour payoff that lasts. The unique creamy, textured formula in delicious 
blueberry flavour glides on with an ultimate matte finish for an enviously flawless pout. Vegan. 8g.

£4.50 £4  /  €5.40 €4.80 EACH

70104 
MAUVE YOUR 

BODY

70098 
CURIOUS 

CORAL

70103 
NUDGE NUDGE 

PINK PINK

70106
GET YOUR 
NUDE ON

INTENSE COLOUR 
Luxurious, ultra pigmented,  cream velvet matte lips

70099  
BOND, MRS 

BOND

70102 
WHAM BAM 

THANK YOU JAM

70105
THAT’LL 

PEACH YOU

70107 
POWDER 

PINK & POUT

NOW ONLY

£4
SAVE 50p 

EACH

€4.80 SAVE 60¢

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

NOW ONLY

£4
SAVE £1

EACH

€4.80 SAVE €1.20
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ONLY

£15
€18

FREE DELIVERY FROM  YOUR DISTRIBUTOR

WHITE LED VANITY 
MIRROR 

Touch button activated super-bright LED ring to 
illuminate the area in front of the mirror. Double sided 
mirror features; 1x magnification and 5x magnification 

mirrors. 360° swivel rotation for quick adjustments. 
Perfect to assist with applying makeup, eyeliner, 
eyeshadow, lipstick and assisting with shaving.  

Size: H31 x W18.5 x D10.5cm. 
11493  £15 / €18

HIGH IMPACT LIPS
Discover the secret of knock-out lips. Apply 
generously to your lips for instant gloss and 
fullness that lasts all day. Moisturises and  

softens with a collagen formula for strong elastic  
skin. Dilates blood vessels for a perfect pucker.

 11322  £4 / €4.80

360° 
swivel 
action

Side 1 - 5x  
magnification 
mirror

Side 2 - 1x 
magnification 
mirror

Super 
bright 
LED ring

LED  VANITY MIRROR 
5x and 1x magnification mirror with 
touch activated bright LED ring

ONLY

£4
€4.80



Midnight Sky Supernova Astral Stars

Stardust AndromedaAurora Dream

GALAXY GLITTER NAIL POLISH 
Shine and twinkle bright like a star with our new ‘Galaxy’ glitter nail polish range. Our glitter nail polish  

is available in 6 shades. Each one will sparkle , shine and reflect different colours on your nails.  
Use on it’s own or as a top coat over your favourite polish. 9ml. Vegan.

 70206  MIDNIGHT SKY 70209  SUPERNOVA 70208  ASTRAL STARS 
 70211  STARDUST 70207  AURORA DREAM 70210  ANDROMEDA

£6 / €7.50 EACH

26

ONLY

£6
€7.50
EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

GALAXY GLITTER NAILS
6 gorgeous twinkling glitter shades
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SHIMMER PEARL NAILS
6 gorgeous shimmery pearl shades

SHIMMER PEARL NAIL POLISH 
New shimmery pearl shades. Leaving a long lasting summer sheen on the nails with  

6 colours to choose from. 9ml. Vegan.
 70188  YELLOW PEARL 70189  WHITE PEARL
 70190  PINK PEARL   70191  LILAC PEARL
 70199  GREEN PEARL   70200  BLUE PEARL

£5 / €6 EACH

Blue PearlGreen PearlLilac Pearl

Yellow Pearl White Pearl Pink Pearl

ONLY

£5
€6

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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Gift Set 1

NEON NAIL POLISH
Get your hands on the brand new Neon Nail Polish. Available in eight bold and bright colours. 

From luminous Yellow to dazzling Green. These radiant colours glow under UV light. 
 Perfect for brightening any day! 9ml. Vegan.

 70164  NEON GREEN 70165  NEON PINK 70166  NEON BLUE
 70167  NEON CORAL 70168  NEON MAGENTA 70169  NEON ORANGE
 70170  NEON PURPLE 70171  NEON YELLOW

£4.00 / €4.80 EACH

NEON NAILS
Radiant colours that glow under UV light

Neon Green Neon Pink Neon Blue Neon Coral

Neon Magenta Neon Orange Neon Purple Neon Yellow

ONLY

£4
€4.80
EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

ONLY

£12.50

€15
EACH VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Gift Set 2
NEON POLISH GIFT SETS

Gift set 1 Includes 4 x 9ml Neon Nail polish bottles: Neon Yellow, Neon Green, Neon Orange and Neon Pink
Gift set 2 includes 4 x 9ml  Neon Nail polish bottles:  Neon Coral, Neon Purple, Neon Blue, Neon Magenta

70175  NEON NAILS GIFT SET 1
70201  NEON NAILS GIFT SET 2 

£12.50 / €15 EACH SET
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WILD THING NAIL POLISH
Release your inner ‘Wild Thing’ with our newly created Wild Thing Nail Polish. Each pack of 2 nail 

varnishes features a base and top coat. Simply paint on the base coat, leave to dry and then apply the 
top coat. This will dry to form the ‘Wild Thing’ pattern. Perfect for a different look without the hassle.  

2 x 14ml. Vegan.
 70176  SALAMANDER 70177  MARLIN
 70178  LEMUR 70179  FLAMINGO
                      70180  LEOPARD

£6.50 / €8 EACH SET

WILD THING NAILS
Easily create stunning ‘wild thing’ patterns

Marlin

Lemur

Flamingo

Leopard

Salamander

ONLY

£6.50

€8
EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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ONLY

£5
€6

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

NAIL POLISH
Nails are back! A show stopping collection of 29 colour popping nail polishes. Available in 

a range of deep pop colours to more refined pastel hues. A top performing formula that is 
quick-dry, easy to apply and delivers a high gloss finish with staying power that lasts without 

fading or chipping. Vegan. 9ml. 
£5 / €6 EACH

70134   
ICE ICE BABY (CLEAR)

70135   
WHITE OUT

70136   
ALMOND MILK

70137   
CANDY CLOUD

70138   
LET’S HIT THE PEACH

70139   
GREAT BLUE BEYOND

70140   
BARLEY THERE

70141   
DESERT ROSE

70142  
UNDER THE HEATHER

70143   
RED ROYALE

70144   
CHERRY BOMB

70145   
NIGHT OWL

70146   
LADY LAVENDER

70147   
FOREST JADE

70148   
ROUGE RENDEZVOUS

70149   
PINK POP

70155   
POST BOX RED

70157   
ULTRA VIOLET

70156   
TEALED WITH A KISS

70150   
SMOKE SIGNAL

70151   
RUSTIC ROSE

70154   
JUST PEACHY

70153   
CORAL BURST

70152   
PINK YOU’VE HAD ENOUGH

70133   
BLACKOUT

70129   
DAFFODIL DELIGHT

70130   
BLUE CRUSH

70131   
PRETTY IN PINK

70132   
PURPLE PIZAZZ

ONLY

£5
€6

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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CHROME NAILS
Duo-chrome effect in 5 shades 

ONLY

£5
€6

EACH

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

Aqua Blue Chrome Copper Chrome

Silver Chrome Deep Gold Chrome

Purple Chrome

CHROME NAILS
Our new Chrome nail polishes 
give a duo chrome effect. High 

coverage with a long lasting 
chromatic reflection on the nails.  
5 great shades to choose from. 

9ml. Vegan
 70192  AQUA BLUE CHROME
 70193  COPPER CHROME
 70194  PURPLE CHROME
 70195  SILVER CHROME
 70198  DEEP GOLD CHROME

£5 / €6 EACH
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PROFESSIONAL NAIL CARE RANGE
High quality, high performance formulas

ONLY

£6
€7.50
EACH

No.1 SPEED DRY BASE COAT
Primes surface for an even finish 
that grips colour. Speed dry salon 

strength formula.
Prevents nail stains caused by 
coloured polish. Vegan. 11ml.

70158  £6 / €7.50

No.2 ULTRA GLOSS TOP COAT
High performance top coat 

for extreme gloss and brilliant 
shine. Clinically proven to extend 
wearability and shine. Chip and 

peel resistant. Vegan. 11ml.
70159  £6 / €7.50

No.3 MATTE TOP COAT
Speed dry formula and extends 

the wear of nail polish. UV 
absorber that protects nail colour 

from fading. Ideal for creating 
unique nail art. Vegan. 11ml.

70160  £6 / €7.50

No.4 BLACK DIAMOND 
HARDENER

Strengthens weak and fragile 
nails. Enriched with black 

diamond particles. UV filter 
to prevent discolouration and 

yellowing. Vegan. 11ml.
70161  £6 / €7.50

No.5 5-IN-1 BASE & TOP COAT
Contains 5 enriching vitamins 

and 5 plant extracts. Key benefits: 
Smoothing base coat, anti-brittle 

treatment, moisturises and 
hydrates, advance strengthener & 

extreme gloss top coat. 11ml.
70162  £6 / €7.50

No.6 NAIL & CUTICLE 
CONDITIONING OIL

Nourishes and restores natural 
moisture of the nail. Cuticles are 
instantly soothed and softened.
Almond oil based formula with 

vitamins E & F. Vegan. 11ml.
70163  £6 / €7.50

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE

VEGAN VEGAN

VEGAN VEGAN

CRUELTY
FREE
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NAIL POLISH REMOVER SPONGE 

Practical, dip-in nail polish remover with integrated sponge. Ideal for gel nail polish removal. Removes nail 
polish without the need for a cotton pad. Especially useful for removing polish from just one nail. 55ml.

11494  £3.50/€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

NAIL POLISH REMOVER SPONGE
Quick and easy, also removes gel nail polish

sim
pl

y 
dip - twist - rem

ove
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4-IN-1 PEDICURE PADDLE 

An all-in-one tool for happy feet. Nail brush for cleaning nails. Metal file for rough surfaces & calluses. 
 Pumice stone to smooth rough surfaces. File to smooth and buff for a soft feel.

11136  £3.50/€4.20

CRACKED HEEL CREAM
For dry, cracked heels. Helps soften cracked & dry 

skin and refreshes tired & aching feet. Enriched 
with menthol, peppermint and vitamin E. 100ml.

11496  £3.50/€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

FOOT WORKS
the tools to maintain  
beautiful soft feet

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20
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DEODORISING FOOT SPRAY
Anti-bacterial & anti-fungal spray

with peppermint and menthol to help make skin feel 
refreshed and conditioned. 50ml.

11452  £3.50/€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

DEODORISING FOOT 
SPRAY

Antibacterial and anti-fungal with 
peppermint & menthol

PACK OF 16 WAXING 
STRIPS

Pack of 16 ready to use waxing strips in 2 sizes. Smooth 
skin for up to 4 weeks. Perfect for legs, underarms and 

bikini line. Enriched with Vitamin E & Aloe Vera.
11495 £3.50/€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

SMOOTH SKIN FOR 
UP TO 4 WEEKS
Vitamin E and Aloe Vera  
enriched waxing strips
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PAMPER YOUR FEET
with our indulgent spa foot soaks & spa foot masks

HONEY & ALMOND 
Honey extract and almond oil to soften &  

smooth skin using the two adjustable socks.  
Easy 20 minute treatment that hydrates the feet. 
Absorbs through the skin’s surface to gently help 

support the removal of toxins.
11326  £3.50/€4.20

DEAD SEA SALT
Nourish and moisturise the skin using the two  
adjustable socks. An easy 20 minute treatment  

that is enriched with Vitamin E & seaweed  
extract to help make skin feel refreshed.

11451  £3.50/€4.20

SPEARMINT AND MENTHOL 
Eases tired, aching feet & muscles. Natural 

magnesium sulphate crystals with added fragrance  
of spearmint and menthol for a soothing and  
relaxing soak.  Helps with removal of toxins  

to promote healthier skin. 450g.
11497  £3.50/€4.20

GREEN TEA & CHAMOMILE 
Helps relax tired & aching muscles. Natural  

magnesium sulphate crystals with added fragrance 
of green tea & chamomile for a calming and  

soothing soak. Absorbs through the skin’s surface 
to gently help support the removal of toxins. 450g. 

11325  £3.50/€4.20

SOOTHING FOOT SOAKS

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20
EACH

SOOTHING FOOT MASKS

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20
EACH
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MAGNESIUM FLAKES 
FOOT & BODY SOAK 

Magnesium flakes promote wellness and helps to remove toxins.  
Alleviates muscle aches & pains. Helps with post workout recovery. 1kg.

11498  £5/€6

POST WORKOUT RECOVERY FIX
A hydrating & relaxing soak to help relieve sore  

and aching muscles
ONLY

£5
€6
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PACK OF 30 RETINOL 
FACIAL WIPES

Hydrates & moisturises. Quick & easy way to cleanse 
and moisturise the skin. Retinol Wipes have added 
Vitamin E and Aloe Vera to help revitalise, soothe & 
tone the skin. Re-sealable pack to keep wipes fresh.

11333  £3.50 / €4.20

RETINOL HYDRATING 
FACE MASK

Simple & easy 15 minute treatment to hydrate & 
moisturise the face. Retinol helps to renew the 
skin and reduce the appearance of fine lines.

11334  £3.50 / €4.20

PACK OF 30 AGE DEFYING 
CLEANSING WIPES

Easy, convenient way to cleanse skin. Coenzyme 
Q10 with added Vitamin E and Aloe Vera 

helps to moisturise the skin and reduce the 
appearance of fine lines.

11338  £3.50 / €4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

DETOXIFYING  
CHARCOAL FACE MASK
Activated charcoal face mask solution to detoxify 

and remove impurities from the skin. 100ml
11337  £3.50 / €4.20

COMPLETE FACIAL SKINCARE
revitalise, detoxify, moisturise and cleanse 
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ONLY

£3.50

€4.20
EACH

BATH SPONGE 
INFUSED SHEA 

BUTTER AND ALMOND
Pamper yourself with this soft and supple sponge 

infused with Shea Butter and almond. Ideal for 
bath or shower, it will leave your skin feeling  

soft and clean.
11508 £3.50 / €4.20

ALOE  VERA INFUSED 
KONJAC FACIAL 

SPONGE
Made from pure Konjac plant root. Infused with  

Aloe vera. Gentle on skin. Deep Cleanse and 
exfoliate your skin for a radiant complexion.  

Activate with water and it quickly becomes soft.
11507 £3.50 / €4.20

FACIAL WASH
Will gently cleanse the skin and help 

remove excess oils leaving it feeling soft 
and smooth. 150ml.
11499 £3.50 / €4.20

BODY & FACE 
CLEANSING 

quality cleansers and sponges 
to leave your skin feeling soft 

and revitalised

20%
EXTRA 
FREE
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PEACH TINTED 
WONDER BALM

Moisturises lips and skin. Made with natural 
fruit extracts and enriched with aloe vera. 
Peach colour will add the hint of a tint to 

cheeks & lips. Natural fruit extracts & aloe vera 
will moisturise, nourish & soften skin. 50ml.

11342  £3.50 / €4.20

ORIGINAL  
WONDER BALM

Moisturises lips and skin. Made with natural fruit 
extracts and enriched with aloe vera.  

Can help to nourish nails & cuticles. It can also 
be used to help cosmetic finishing such as  

eyebrows and elongating lashes. 50ml.
11341  £3.50 / €4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

WONDER BALM
with natural fruit extract & enriched with aloe vera
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CREAM & OIL
moisturise, soften, nourish & protect

500ML AQUEOUS 
CREAM

A big 500ml tub of aqueous cream. Can be 
used as moisturiser to soften & hydrate the 

skin or as a cleanser instead of soap. Softens & 
moisturises. Fragrance & lanolin free. 500ml.

11339  £3.50 / €4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

RECOVERY OIL
Helps to improve the appearance 

of scars, stretch marks, aging  
skin and blemished skin.  

Just massage gently into the 
affected areas of skin. 40ml.

11340  £3.50 / €4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20
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SHAVING OIL
Handy sized pack that gives a cool, smooth  

shave every time. Formulated with menthol and  
essential oils to give a close shave. Soothes &  

protects the skin. 25ml.
11344    £3.50 / €4.20

for him
For a smooth, close shave whilst soothing  

and protecting the skin

POST SHAVE BALM
Soothes & calms skin.  

Contains Vitamin E. Reduces irritation 
after shaving whilst adding moisture with 

the Vitamin E extract. 150ml.
11502    £3.50 / €4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20
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TATTOO MOISTURISER
Provides long lasting moisturising care for tattooed 

skin. Alleviates & prevents dryness and helps to 
keep tattoos bright & vibrant like new. 150ml.

11343    £3.50 / €4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

ONLY

£5
€6

BEARD OIL
Apply to the beard to condition facial hair. 

100% natural essential oil. Keeps beards soft 
and healthy. 30ml.

11345    £5 / €6

HYDRATING 
MOISTURISER

A daily use moisturiser to keep skin, soft & healthy.  
Maintains brighter looking skin. 150ml.

11346    £3.50 / €4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

For a smooth, close shave whilst soothing  
and protecting the skin

DOUBLE STRENGTH 
FRESH BREATH SPRAY
Antiseptic formula to overcome mouth odours.
Extra strong minty flavour. Helps to keep your 

mouth feeling clean and fresh. Alcohol free. 25ml.
11503    £3.50 / €4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20
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PACKS OF 3 BATH BOMBS
Just add one bath bomb to running bath water. Refreshing fragrances for a soothing  

and relaxing bath. Each pack contains 3 bath bombs.
11329  ROSE     11327  COCONUT & LIME     11453  VANILLA SUGAR     1 1328  OCEAN BREEZE     

£3.50 / €4.20 EACH PACK

Coconut and LimeRose

RELAX & SOOTHE
Packs of 3 bath bombs available in 4 refreshing fragrances 

Ocean BreezeVanilla Sugar

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20
EACH
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RELAX & SOOTHE
Packs of 3 bath bombs available in 4 refreshing fragrances 

EPSOM SALTS 
EUCALYPTUS BATH  

& SHOWER GEL
A refreshing Eucalyptus fragrance with added 

essential oils and natural magnesium sulphate,  
for deep cleansing and soft and silky skin.   

Helps to relax body and mind. 300ml.
11504  £3.50 / €4.20 

UPLIFT BATH SALTS
Add a couple of handfuls to warm running bath water  
for a wonderful fragrant, soothing and relaxing bath.  

The salts, which contain magnesium and are enhanced 
with geranium essential oils will help soften your skin, 
muscles and mood to relax and uplift the senses. 1kg.

11506  £5 / €6

CALM BATH SALTS
Add a couple of handfuls to warm running bath water  
for a wonderful fragrant, soothing and relaxing bath.  

The salts which contain magnesium and are enhanced 
with Ylang Ylang essential oils will leave your skin with  
a soft and silky texture and help soften your muscles  

and mood to calm and relax the senses.1kg.
11505  £5 / €6

ONLY

£5
€6

ONLY

£5
€6

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

UPLIFT OR RELAX
bath salts blended with the 

finest essential oils 
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BEAUTY MYSTERY BOX
A varied selection of BeautyUk makeup products with a guaranteed minimum  

catalogue value of £40-£50/ €48-€60. *Selection of products shown is just for illustrative purposes.
70172  £20 / €24

THE BEAUTY MYSTERY BOX 
CONTAINS A GUARANTEED VALUE OF £40-£50/€48-€60

ONLY

£20
€24
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Ordering Terms & Conditions 
1. Write the code numbers and product description on your order form and place the catalogue and  

order form back in the bag and leave outside for collection
2. Your distributor will deliver your order straight to your door. Payment on delivery (not before).

3. All door to door orders have FREE Delivery 

Love or Return 
We offer a 30-day money back guarantee on all our products. If you are returning any cosmetic items these products 

must be unopened, unused and in a re-saleable condition with all tamper-resistant seals, packaging and any 
cellophane intact. You may return your products, accompanied with your proof of purchase, to your distributor, 

within 30 days of receipt of your goods for a full refund.

Terms and Conditions 
For full ordering terms and conditions please refer to the back of your order form provided in this catalogue pack. 

VivaMK Network Ltd is a company registered in England and Wales under number:  
11400025 and whose registered office is at: International House, 142 Cromwell Road,  

London, England, SW7 4EF

BATH DUST
3 different fizzy fragrances that are sure to make bathtime 

fun. Additionally they help soothe and relax the body. 
Suitable for 36+ months. 400g.

            11513  DINOSAUR  (GREEN APPLE)
            11515  UNICORN    (BUBBLEGUM)
            11514  MERMAID    (BLUEBERRY)

£3.50 / €4.20 EACH

MERMAIDUNICORN

DINOSAUR

Release The Fizzy 

Fragrances

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20

ONLY

£3.50

€4.20



For more information, contact your distributor:

MK000026

PACK OF 3 MAKEUP REMOVING CLOTHS
Re-usable, soft make-up removing cloths. Simply run under warm water and wipe away make-up. 

No added chemicals. Ideal for sensitive skin.
11335  £5 / €6

ONLY

£5
€6

MAKEUP 
REMOVING 

CLOTHS
re-usable and perfect  

for all skin types 

I love the makeup removing 
cloths. Simply run under 

warm water  (they can also 
be used with your favourite 

cleanser or face wash) 
and the small fibres help 
lift away make up. They 
are machine washable so 

better for the environment 
and cost effective; no more 

buying disposable wipes  
or pads every week.

Colleen Wright
VivaMK Beauty - Brand Director
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